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Bought it because I love Worms. It is fun and all but wouldn't recommend buying it unless you are a very hardcore worms fan. It
is just like any other pin ball game just Worms themed. If they spent a little more time making it more unique to Worms it
would have been even better.. This is a great game for the price. The price is extremely reasonable and the gameplay is fun and
unique. The pixel graphics make it unique and fun and the robotic ducks are amazing. The explosions are pleasing to watch and
the sounds are great. I would definitely reccomend this game, it's a great VR experience to show to your friends & family and
very fun.. Only misses the kangdom of Brabant.
t. Alberto Brabanto. I don’t do many reviews but, as someone who hasn’t played motocross games since early 2000, I thought
this warranted a comment. I really just want to relive motocross for nostalgia so I started looking into games with updated
graphics so that I could stomach the experience. I watched HOURS of lets plays of so many games and for the life of me I
couldn’t decide. I played every demo possible of previous games and still wasn’t sure. So I caved and bought this game and I’m
super glad I did. At first I wasn’t having fun, I felt like an idiot because I was trying to play it like an arcade game and it was just
not working. So I decided to turn on pro physics and play “very easy” AI so that I wouldn’t get totally creamed. I still got
creamed. But slowly I learned and realized it seriously is more about racing the track than it is racing other people. I have played
the two newer Need For Speed games and had a good time with them, but man, they’re just nothing like this game. As a person
you prefers story and strategy games, somehow I still got hooked in this. It’s just so rewarding to get things right and understand
what’s going on. It’s challenging but worth it in my opinion. I seriously have spent the first 9 hours literally just learning how the
games works. Maybe that’s because I’m dumb but whatever. Anyhoo. those are my thoughts.. A friend of mine at the time this
was released was playing the game and gave me the idea to try it out, and I was highly, highly skeptical of it at first. I deferred to
his taste and judgement in games however and decided to buy it from Walmart. The first thing I noticed was that it was based on
the Unreal 2 engine. This lead to some of the similar graphical capabilities. I was amazed with the complexity of this game at
first not understanding how to play it. I thought it would be a simple terrorist shooting affair, which didn't appeal to me very
much. The surprising aim-mechanics (reticle snapping) were also one of the first things I noticed about this game. You get
control of an entire squad, which you'll want to bring back intact.

But when the goal isn't to rack up kills but is to finish a mission objective, and you inherit some sense of self-worth from how
well you achieve that objective, it changes everything. Soon you are meticulously approaching every door ready to use all of
squadmates and weapons in your arsenal (and you feel guilty for the stupid sob's whose lives are about to end).

You drop in, kill everything that guards, get your hosties, and get out, and it's much better than the Counter-Strike approach ever
was, because whereas Counter-Strike inherits from the Half-Life engine and the Quake engine, this actually inherits from the
Unreal engine.

And if you think back to all the things Unreal engine did that Quake never did, you'll start to realize this engine has some
intersting capabilities. Unreal had vehicles implemented during this engine cycle, large maps, and high-res textures. Quake
never implemented vehicles, and it still doesn't do that well (they're usually just static objects.)

This game doesn't have vehicles, but its scripted in tactical mechanics show the extensibility of the Unreal (vs Quake)
framework. Unreal engine now forms the basis for a bunch of other games including some VR titles.

But this also deserves a look. It's really cool, I'm glad this friend recommended it to me, and I extend the reccomendation to you
folk.

It's an old title, but it checks out. You won't be disappointed by the strengths of the single-player oriented campaign here. It will
challenge you to be aware of stealth and precision, and the gameplay rewards patient planning.
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Played that kitten Natora Outfit for the first time - instant Boner 10\/10

I like her playstyle even if her movelist isnt that complex, but it dosnt need to allways be complex, does it?
She got some fun combo-moves and isnt that hard to play at all. As allready written i really like her optic as well - she got such a
kawaii look. :3

The DLC is good, and way better then my english though. Pretty good breakout style game with a ball speed control mechanic. 8
shitrats out of 10.. EASILY worth it if you love the old shootbangs like Doom and Quake.

-Weapon and enemy variety is solid.
-Blessing/curse system is a fun way to mix it up between rounds.
-Fast and hectic.. Still so beta after so long.

I came back to this April 2017 to see if it had improved.
I shut off a certain switch. Later died. The save had the switch turned on.
Tiny Spoiler to see why it is a problem:
I shut off electricity, moved past light, which fell, no problem.
Move past to cell with floor tile. Head back to desk to get crowbar. New, second light falls, killing me.
I am resurected in the cell beyond the light and the electricity is on.
Now I'm screwed because you can't get back. The electricity should be off LIKE I LEFT IT.. This game is good in its own way,
but if you have to compare it to other hell-bullet games, its not really that special.

I will rather play Astebreed again, it was fun and pretty.. good rpgmaker type game, seems to be some tech issues the developers
refuse to address with lots of folks, never a good thing for your reputation. They did take the btime to make a card set though
which is more than a lot of other devs do. It would be a top notcyuh rpgM title of they would address the tech issues which seem
to be the only problem, the game itself seems great.. 7\/10
Good story, sometimes I can related to one of its character.. After playing the demo and watching some of the people who work
in my corworking space run away from the zombies I figured I should buy it to see what else you can do. It was awesome to see
that there is actually a story, progression, and lots to do. The gameplay is great, the art is fantastic.

I did discover that the most OP weapon in the game is the knife. I feed it to the zombies and win every round.
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